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SECTION 1
Installing and Configuring the
Graphical User Interface (GUI)
(Windows based)
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Software Installation
This software is distributed on a CD. The files should be copied and be stored as [your path]\
RoscoFilterRotator\
The executable can be found at [your path]\ RoscoFilterRotator\ bin\ Release. You may create
a shortcut to this file on your desktop. Do not move, change or delete any files within the
distribution path. Your PC must have the .NET framework version 3.5 or later installed. It is a free
download from Microsoft.
LCU / RCU Address Input and Editing
Pressing the EDIT button for any one of the camera controls will present a dialog with several
options. The IP address to be used can be selected by radio button. They are:
“Current IP” , “Previous IP” , “Default IP”
Only the current IP can be edited. The selected address will be set when the APPLY button is
pressed. If the address is already in use, a warning will be displayed with the option to proceed or
return to editing. NOTE: If the IP is cleared and applied, the camera will be disabled.
Following the application of an IP, the new address and previous address will be stored. The
camera will be set to the applied IP. Subsequent program starts will use the stored addresses.
Network Status Indicators
The network indicators will show the status of each camera connection. They are updated
whenever a command is sent to the LCU/RCU, an IP is applied or the Re-Connect button is
pressed. Status changes will typically show changes immediately such as when an operator
enables or disables a camera. Connections that are lost due to network problems will be reflected
within the network timeout period. (Typically a few seconds) The text boxes adjacent to the
indicator will provide a description of the network status. If the text is longer than the display box,
it can be scrolled using the cursor to reveal the entire message. If necessary, the network response
timeout can be adjusted in [your path]\ RoscoFilterRotator\Resources\RoscoFilterRotator.ini file.
Rotator Controls
The camera control group is arranged as follows:
Latched Rewind

Rewind

Stop

Forward

Latched Forward

The Stop button is only active if a camera is Latched Forward or Latched Rewind. The stop button
must be pressed to use the other buttons. Controls symbols will appear gray when the camera is
disabled or the when the camera is selected as a “slave”.
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Slaved Operation
When a camera is selected as a slave, it is controlled from the MASTER control buttons. When
one or more slaves are selected, the MASTER buttons will be highlighted and active while the
slave camera buttons are disabled.
NOTE: The camera cannot be slaved if either latch button is operating. If a slave is deselected
while the MASTER is latched, the deselected slave will stop. Conversely, if a camera is added as a
slave while the MASTER is latched, it will not become “slaved” until the next operation.
Camera Identification

Cameras by default are identified as Camera A, Camera B, etc. It is possible to change these
defaults by directly editing the “RoscoFilterRotator.ini” file. Find the following text string and
follow the instructions.
;Edit camerID to change camera names. NOTE: Must have 8 names that
;are seperated by commas. The names may be Alphanumeric or blank.
;To restore defaults, copy the defaultID values following the “=” sign
[CameraIdentifiers]
cameraID=Camera A,Camera B,Camera C,Camera D,Camera E,Camera F,Camera
G,Camera H
example:

[CameraIdentifiers]
cameraID=Studio 1 - WS,Studio 1 - CU1,Studio 1 - CU2,Studio 2 - A Cam,Dubai
Remote,Hong Kong Remote,Camera G,Camera H

Logo Replacement
A customer’s logo may be substituted by copying a GIF file of the logo to [your path]\
RoscoFilterRotator\Logo\CutomerLogo.gif The GIF must be no larger than 400 x 90.
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SECTION 2
Configuring the LCU/RCU boxes
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Configuring the LCU/RCU control boxes

IP configuration
The LCU and RCU each ship with default IP addresses. The IP address will need to be configured
for your network requirements. Please refer to your IT department to assist in this setup.
The factory default settings are:
LCU
RCU

192.168.1.3
192.168.1.2

You can configure each LCU/RCU by accessing the built in WebRelay-DualTM setup program
through a Web browser on your computer.

Assign a temporary IP address to configuration computer

These instructions are courtesy of Xytronix Research & Design, manufacturers of the WebRelayDualTM which is a component of this system.
Communications with WebRelay-DualTM may be established by assigning an IP address to
the configuration computer that is on the same network as WebRelay-DualTM (for example the
configuration computer could be assigned to 192.168.1.5) .
Instructions for changing the IP address of the computer that will be used for WebRelay-DualTM
configuration are given here. Note that these instructions are specifically for computers with the
Windows XP operating system.
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Step 1: Open the control panel by clicking on the start menu and then clicking on Control Panel.
(Note that control panel shown is in “Classic View”. If control panel is in “Category View” select
the “Classic View” option before proceeding.)

Step 2: Double click on the icon labeled Network Connections. The following menu will pop up.

Step 3: Right click on the icon labeled Local Area Connection. Another menu will appear. Select
the option at the bottom of the menu labeled Properties. The Local Area Connection Properties
window will appear.
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Step 4: On the Local Area Connection Properties
page scroll down to Internet Protocol (TCP/
IP), select it, and then click the button labeled
properties.

Step 5: Before making any changes to the
network settings, write down the current settings
so that they can be restored once WebRelayDualTM is configured. Next, select the radio
button labeled “Use the following IP address,”
and type in the IP address 192.168.1.50. Type
in a subnet mask of 255.255.255.0. Leave the
default gateway field blank. Click OK to apply
the new settings.

Each LCU/RCU box may be connected to your
network/computer through its Data port.
This can be a direct connection to your computer
(if using the GUI) or through your network to the
RCU or GUI.
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2.3.3 Open Configuration Web Page
Once the network is set up, open the configuration setup page by typing the following URL into
the browser: http://192.168.1.3/setup.html for the Rosco LCU and http://192.168.1.2/setup.html
for the RCU (note that if option 1 above was used for initial configuration, replace the IP address
given here with the newly assigned IP address). A password is required to change any parameters.
The default password is ‘webrelay’ (do not include quotes, password is case sensitive).
2.4 Web-Based Setup
WebRelay-DualTM is fully configurable through HTML 4.0 compliant web browsers such as
Internet Explorer and Mozilla Firefox. It’s easy to use tab based menu system has been designed
to allow the unit to be configured easily. Note that in this chapter, the default IP address of
192.168.1.2 is used in all examples. If the IP address has been changed, substitute the new IP
address for the address shown in the examples.
2.4.1 Main Setup Page
This is the initial page that appears when the URL http://192.168.1.2/setup.html is entered into the
web browser. It provides basic information about the WebRelay-DualTM unit.

Navigating between setup pages is done by clicking on the tabs at the top of the page. All setup
pages require a password. The default password is ‘webrelay’ (no quotes, all lower case) and no
username is required.
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Each setup page has a “Submit” button and a “Reset” button at the bottom of the page. After
entering the desired parameters into each page, the “Submit” button must be pressed before any
parameters will be saved. If a mistake is made in entering the parameters, the “Reset” button may
be used to restore all parameters on the page to their current settings. The “Reset” button is only
effective before the “Submit” button is pressed.

2.4.2 Network Setup Page
The network parameters are changed on this page. Note that if multiple WebRelay-DualTM units
are used on the same network, install one unit at a time and set the IP address of each unit before
connecting the next unit to the network. This avoids having multiple WebRelay-DualTM units
installed on the network with the same factory default IP address at the same time. It may be
necessary to clear the arp cache each time you swap WebRelay-DualTM units on the network (this
is because each unit has the same default IP address but different mac address). This is done by
typing arp -d in the command prompt of a Windows computer (arp -d -a as super user on Apple
OSX). Also note that the unit must be power-cycled (power disconnected, then reconnected) before
network settings take effect. No other setup page requires powercycling for the settings to take
effect.
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1. IP Address:
WebRelay-DualTM requires a static IP address. This is a unique address that identifies WebRelayDualTM on the network. Dynamic IP address assignment is not supported. The lack of dynamic
IP addressing support is intentional because a dynamically changing the IP address would make
it difficult for a client to access the web server built into WebRelay-DualTM. The IP address is
specific to the network where WebRelay-DualTM will be installed, and must be obtained from the
network administrator.
This guide is not meant to be a tutorial on IP addressing, however a few comments about IP
addressing are given here.
If WebRelay-DualTM will be used over the Internet, the IP address must be a routable address
assigned by the upstream Internet Service Provider (ISP).
In cases where the ISP only provides a single routable IP address for the entire network (this is
typical with ISPs such as cable providers), a proxy server (or gateway router) may be used. A
proxy server allows multiple devices to connect to the Internet using a single routable IP address.
Many small routers from LinkSys, Dlink, and Netgear perform proxy server functions. If a proxy
server is used, WebRelay-DualTM will not be accessible from the Internet until the proxy server
is properly configured (forward proper port to WebRelay-DualTM). This information is mentioned
for convenience but details of setting up a configuration such as this is beyond the scope of this
manual.
If WebRelay-DualTM is used on a private network only and is NOT used over the Internet, a
routable IP address is not necessary. This may be the case when WebRelay-DualTM is used to
control (or monitor) a device in another room or a nearby building.
If WebRelay-DualTM will be installed on a simple, private network that does not connect to the
Internet, the default IP address may be used as long as no other device on the network uses the
same address. If multiple WebRelay-DualTM units are installed on the same network, each unit
must have its own unique IP address. For example, WebRelay-DualTM comes from the factory
with a default IP address of 192.168.1.2. If multiple units are used, change the IP address for each
unit (192.168.1.3, 192.168.1.4, 192.168.1.5 etc.).
2. Netmask:
This specifies the size of the local network. This must be obtained from the network administrator.
By default, the netmask is set to 255.255.255.0.
3. Broadcast:
This specifies the broadcast address. This must be obtained from the network administrator. By
default, this is set to 192.168.1.255.
4. Gateway:
This specifies the IP address of the gateway router. This must be obtained from the network
administrator. By default, this is set to 192.168.1.1.
5. TCP Port:
This specifies the TCP port used for communications with WebRelay-DualTM. By default, the
port is set to 80 which is the standard http port. It is recommended that the port not be changed
without an understanding of TCP/IP and ports.
Changing the port can be useful for accessing multiple WebRelay-DualTM devices which are
installed behind a gateway router on a private network that uses non-routable IP addresses
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(192.168.x.x, 10.x.x.x, and 172.16.x.x through 172.31.x.x are non-routable or private IP
addresses). In this case, each WebRelay-DualTM unit would be assigned a different port (for
example 8000, 8001, 8002, etc). The gateway router would be set up to forward all traffic for each
of the assigned ports to the IP address of the WebRelay-DualTM unit which uses that port. The
WebRelay-DualTM units could then be accessed from outside the private network by entering the
IP address of the gateway and the port for the desired WebRelay-DualTM unit. Note that whenever
any port is assigned other than port 80, all communications with that WebRelay-DualTM device
must include the port. For example, if WebRelay-DualTM is assigned port 8000, access to the
setup page would require the following URL to be entered; http://192.168.1.2:8000/setup.html.

DISCLAIMER
Rosco does not provide IT support and assumes the customer has their own IT
department or a good working knowlege of computer Network configurations.
We will only provide support on the basic setup and connections of the GUI
and the LCU/RCU. Any further assistance is the responsibility of the customer
from a third party of their choosing.
If you have any questions please contact Rosco through your dealer or Rosco
Customer Service.
www.rosco.com
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